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AtERRATION: departure from the normal or typical; especially if somewhat

,Unexpected or severe:- a-difference from the normal. .

ABIENT BEHAVIOR (or response): behavior tending to remove the organism

from exposure to a,stimulus=-Sym. avoidance behavior.

.ABILITY: Actual power to perform -an'a physical or mental, whether or

not attained by training and ed ion.

-ABILITY TEST: a test ofmaxikum per armance,designed to reveal the level,

of preSent ability,tb function. . ! .

ABMODALITYi variation/from 'type; variation froth some measure of central'

tendency.
ABNORMALITY: departure from the norm, however definedes

XBSCISSION: Separateness or distinction'between two dynamic interacting

systeiso
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENT PROCEDURE: a psychophysical method (now little uSed) in

Which each stimulus of a series is judged by itself without an explicit

standard for comparison.
'ABSTRACT: characterizingLany quality of something considered apart from

the-thing itself, ce-from the other qualities with which it is associated;

and pertaining to terms that refer to such a quality.

ABSTRACT ABILITY: the ability to comprehend relationships and to react., not

merely to concrete objects, but to concepts and abstract symt;ols.,;..,

ABSTRACT IDEA OR .QUALITY: an'ideaconsidered,i4U4pp,Lication...:
to, or\eMbodimeht in, a patticalar instance 'e.g :7Ionesty, Considered
iapart from specific honest acts or persons, is an abstract idea or

quality.
ABSTRACTION: the process of selecting or isolating a certain aspect. from a

concrete whole,.as a part of the process of evaluation or communication;

.an idea.or concept resulting from the pricess of abstracting; a verbal

.
statement that utilizes abstract terms.,

ABSTRACTION FACTOR: a hypothesized unit factor of ability that Underlies

the total ability to comprehend.similarities, to compare, and to Classify.

ABULIA: diminished ability to will effectively, or to'make up one's mind.

ACALCULIA: a form of aphasia characterized by loss of ability to carry out

. even very simple mathematical calculations.--Sym. Number Blindness.

"ACATAMATHESIA: impaired abilityto comprehend perceiyed objects or situations.

ACCELERATION /DEVELOPMENTAL: groWth in some function at faster than normal

-rate; or the attainment of a higher level of development in some function

than others :of the same age have attained.

.ACCELERATIOWEDUCATIONAL: any process whereby a pupil makes educational,

progress taster than is usual4,whether measured by advancement in school'

grade (American) or standard (British)! or by.aptual educational

achievepent. ti
ACCRETION LEARNING: the. acquisition of highly unrelated facts or responses

by dint of frequency of association..

.ACOULTURATION: the process whereby children learn the behavior patterns'

characteristic of their social group, especially of the larger social:

group or culture.
ACCURACY COMPULSION: a

regard to the fc,rm
to reject'maz,f
with ea 1 re, Nr1

tendency 'f the subject to be overly accurate with
the content; to make many 7,orrections,

:ociations, to: be h .le satisfied

s and yet unah e to 11r-}



ACHIEVEMENT: 1. success'in bringing an effort to the 'desired end. 2. the
end gained; tfie thing accomplished. , 3. the degree or level of success
attained in some specified area (especially scholastic) or in general.

ACHIEVEMENT QUOTIENT or AQ:' the ratio between the actual level ,of scholastic
perfoimance and that which is expected.

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: list of the acts actually performed :by a given person
or in a given type of situation or _job.

'

ACTIVITY CONCpq: a generalization that learning tak4 place only when the
persons aptive.

ACTIVITY DRIVE: 1. the tendency of an animal to engage in physical activity,
even in the absence of extra-organic stimulus. 2. tendency of animal
to exercise any of its capacities: muscular, sensory, or in eliectual;
tendency to be abtive.

't ACTIVITY SAMPLING: a technique for determining exactly what' a person does
at a given task or during a' given time.

ADAPI1VE BEHAVIOR: any `behavior that helps the organism meet environmental
demands.

ADLERIAN PSYCHOLOGY: the boob( of doctrin" set forth by A. Adler. Its
essential principle is that behavior is controlled by an effort, usually
'unwitting, to compensate fOr deficiency.or inferiority, whether physical,
psychological, or social:-

ADOLESCENCE: _the period 'from the beginning of puberty to the attainment
of maturity; the transitional stage during which the youth is becoming
an adult man or woman. A few authors speak of adolesdence asNbeginnin
with the close, not lith the initiation, of puberty. Theeriod is '
defined in terms of development in many different-functions which may
be reached at different-Limes. Hence only conVentional iiMi4 may be
stated; these are usually given as ages 12-21 foil girls, 134 for boys.

ADOLESCENT SPIT: an acceleration in tilt. growth rate, especially-in height,.
that occurs shortly before, or in the early years ofd adolescence. ft
does not appear in all children.

ADULTOMORPHISM: interpration-of children's behaVior in ad ult term's.-
Enelichomorphismr. _ ,4

AFFECT: a class name for feeling, emotion, mood, temperament. HistOrically,
three modes of mental function were usually distinguished: cognition,
conation (or volition), and affect (more often called affection). Some
writers, however., combined conation and affection. Many contemporary

- theorists held that there is no separate affect-state, but.only an
affective or feeling aspect of a cognitive state or,process.

AFFECTIVE REACTION TYPE: any disorder in which the_principal symptoms are
affective or emotional.--See affective,psychoeis

AdEUSIA: absence or impairment of the sense of taste.--adj. Ageusic.
AGITOLALIA: clut-bfred and excessively rapid speech with sounds slurred,

omitted, am distorted. - -Syn. Agito-Phasia, cluttering. 0

AGNOSIA: inability to interpret sensory-impressions; impel.fect perceiving;
specifically, loss osability to recognize an71 identify familiar objects
through a particular sense organ. P

kAGNOSIA/IDEATIONAL:1 faulty recognition of objects or ,symbols, based: on
faulty elaboration of sensory impressions which are ,themselvesdissociated,
from one another.

AGNOSIA/VISUAL: 1. functional blindness. 2. disturbance in ability to
. recognize obje is in the visual field due to brain lesions.--Syn.

_

Optic Agnosia

5
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AGRAP ..,----- a_form of phaeia &ie.:to Cerebral lesiOn:hhd-characterized by
-...,,i, pa'mirent in t e'ability:to-writey---. ...! . ji.9---' 4 : .

'..-.ARISTORICAL: of the :point,, of view or.: method that emphasizesite study.4
.:preSent beliAvior_inAi.elation-to present conditions bOth"withintandwithOut
the Organimit, andminimizes.,the use -of the ac of.. the individual's
past as apeane. of understanding_ his.yresprj, .c.. .7--..'t

AKINESIA: -losi or iiphirment of.madr:functionOresOcially of voluntary
movement.4,

_ .

ALEXIA:-a. fdrh of sensory aphasia characterized-by,loss of ability to read'
writteA-or*printed language despite UniMPairment of vision.,pr(intel-7 .1

ligence.--Syn. visual aphasia, word blindness. ,
I ALLOTROVIC TYPE a Rersonality,..that ten s to. be preoccupied with,what

",others.'1:thrnk; iz-mean,-*-* d.O.
11

/ ALLPORT A.7.S-REACTIMSTUDY": an inq /form'that'asks. whether certain overt:,
behaviorS CbelieVed to be diagnos ic,Of ascendance7subiniSsiOnYare --'

characteristic Of` the subject's usual condUct.
ALOGIA: 1:.' inability to speak, reulting _from a brain lesion. .,7.: a form of

mutism, resulting from a lack of ideas, shown-by idiots or imbeciles.
- ALTRUISM: affection and concern for others, in contrast.to Self-loye'and

,. selfighness. ' .

'AMBIDEXTROUS: skillful with both hands or-with both sidea of the body.
,AMPTGUITY T9LERANCE: a stAte Of affirs cdpable,of.

.alternate,interpretations,wr of: alternate outcomes: e.g., feeling
0 ,comfOrtable (or at least no, feeling uncomfortable) When faced by a -.
..,

complex social issue in which.opposed p ciples are idtermingled.
ANAPHIA: lack of, or defect in, the sense touch., ,

'AtiARTHRIA: 1. complete inability to-produce articulate speech. 2. defective
articulation;"dysarthria. X.,-

.

1

ANOMIA: a form of aphasia iniriCh names of, objects cannot be recalled.
,

ANOPSIA: 1. failure to upe v sion. 24 upward strablismus.
ANORTHOPIA: 1. a disturbande in vision in whicli objects pre seen as distorted.

2. strabismus. ,

,ANOSMIA: lack of Oen0ivity.to smells.--Syn. Anosphresia.
ANOSOGNOSIA: failure; or refusal, to recognize that one has sensory or motor

defects or a 'sease: %.g., refusal to recognize\pne's own heAring
impairment or paralysis. The concept is doubtless important, but does
it need a pretentious name?

ANOSPHRESIA: insensitivity to odors.--Syn. Anoxemic.
- ANTINOMY: a contradiction between two principles, each of them taken to be

true or valid. or between the inferences drawn from such principles.
.it

ANXIETY TOLERANCE: the ability to continue one's usual activities wi out
too great loss of effectiveness despite, anxiety, whether it be o jectir
anxiety or resulting frol,,conflict.

APHASIA: loss or impAlpfnent,..
.

°Ability to use language because of
lesions in the brain. a,may be sensory (inability to understand
word,- -word blindness r wo deafness) or motor (inability to speak
Or to speak the Ards uude ;--anarthria). Many varieties are d
tin fished accor tot the specific impairment: e.g., syntactic

7 speech; and many -fliers. Ti'ie term is highly general and tends to be
aphasta, inabilit arrange'words properly; )rrady-phasia, *3-roping

loosely used, but thorities ihsist on restrictionAo cases resulting
front brain /esion. enae, 'Adoesinot include stammering or stuttering,
which are functional, nor dficulties resulting,from defects in the
vocal organs.

"/



APHEMIA: knowing what one wants to Say but being unable to utter the words.
Agr'ERCEPTION: the final stage of attentive perception in which something

is clearly aPpretiended and thus is relatively prominentin awareness.
APPROACH- APPROACH CONFLICT: a'conflict'arising When an individual is drawn

toward two goals, both satisfying but at least partially incompatible.
APPROACH-AVOIDANCE CONFLICT: a situation in, which the'Stimulus to approach'

'and the stimulus to avoid are in approximately the saute "locality"
literally'in spacp, or psychologically -in the' life space.

.APPROBATION: .a judgment that something is good accordina.;to some standard:
moral,- esthetic, literary, etc.

APRAXIA: loss of,al@lityt.pperform purposeful movements, in the absence
of paralysis orypensory'Csturbance, caused by lesions in the cortex:

APRAXIA/AMNESTIC: inability to carry out an act upon command.
APRAXIA/IDEATIONAL :- faulty conception of a movement as a whole: individual

acts are correct but the proper sequence for goal attainment is.dis-
turbed..,:-SYn. Ideomotor Apraxia.

APROSEXIA: inability to give sustained attention.
APTITUDE:4 the capacity to acquire proficiency with a given amowtt of training,

formal Or informal.
APTITUDE TEST: a set Of tasks Mo chosen and htandardized that they yield

an estimate of a person's Suture performanbe on oth9r tasks not neces-
sarily having evident similarity'to the test tasks.

ARITHMOMANIA: 1. an obsessive tendency to count objects; a pathological
tendency to count. 2,figuratively and humorously, an excessive pre-
occupation with numerical relations, to the neglect of concrete facts
and significance.

ASEMIA: inability to use.oT understand,symbols of any sort--wordt, figures,
gesturet, signs, etc.--for communications.--Sm: Atemazia.

ASSOCIATIONISM: a theory that starts with supposedly irreducible mental
1elements and asserts that learning and the development of higher pro-

cesses-consist mainly in the combination of these el'ements. 'The theory
has many forms.

ASSOCIATIVE CHAIN THEORY: hypothesis that each action in a sequential series
is_the response to ttispreviOus act. , e

ASTEREOGNOSIS: 4010WM ofilIgnosiZconSisting ipc-:l4ability to recognize objects
by the sense of touch. It is thought to be caused by lesion: the
central parietal lobe.--Syn. Stereoagnosis, Tactile Agnosia.

ASYMBOLIA: 1. a specific form of asemia characterized by inability to-use
or understand a particular set or sets of signs or symbols, such.-as
those used in mathemgtics, chemistry, music, etc. 2.-- asemia; inability
to use or understand symbols of any kind, Including word:;.

ATTENTION/SPAN OF: 1. the number stinct objects that can be percci-
ina single "Abmentary" pres tation. It is usually determined by the
wi per oflittems one can see .1d report when the objects are exposed
far 0.1 second. - -Syn. Range of (Ltterition..2. the length of time a

attend to. one thing.erton can
ATTITUDE: an enduring, learnetYlazedispqsition Ito behave in a consisteRt

way toward a given class of objectt; a persistent mental and/or neural'
state Of readiness. to react to ascertain object or class of objects,

'not'as they are but as thei, are cOilceived to be. It it by the consistency
of response to a class of Tobjectsthat an attitude is identified.- -The
readiness state has a directive effect upon feeling and action related
to, the objedt.
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ATTITUDE CLUSTER:. a group of. related attitudes whicY d in any population

'to be covariant: i.e., sOdres on one attitude tend (in the population

as a'wholc) to be accompanied by corresponding scores on the other

attitudes.
AUDITIVE: a person who learns better by hearing than by seeing. - -Syn. ear-

. minded person.
AUTOCRITICISM: thoughtful and objective evaluation of oneself; of one's

ideas, ideals, or behavior. . 1

AUTOPSYCHOSES: mental disorders in which the person's ideas about his self

w. personality play a dominant part. This is not a formal class.

Psychoses.
AVOIDANCE-AVOIDANCE CONFLICT: thepSituation,in wAich an animal, if he moves

away from one undesirable,situation, moves toward an-other. undesirinle

one.
BALANCING FACTOR:, a,mode of behavior utilized to obtNin a satisfaction

not otherwise obtainable: e. child's crying used as a way of

coercing the parent. ,

BASIC SKILLS: those activities learned in school which are necessary for

thecarrying on of other school activities,' especially, the mechanics

of reading, spelling, writing, and the primary processes of arithmetic.

These skills are also/deemed fundamehtal for practical life, but their

position as unique in this respect is challenged.

BEHAVIROSM: the view that psychology as science, studies only behavior.

BEHAVIOR SPACE:, the complft set of conditions and relations which determine I.

behavior at agiven time. It consists (a) of the perceived obljects, and

the perceived relations between them that are present in the situation;

of the person's memories and inferences in relation to these objects and

relations; of the perceived self in the-situatioh; and (b) of ,a con-

trolling and activat01 system of beliefs and values..

BEHAVIOR THEORY:- a general point of view, rather than a particular Cory,

that conceives of the task of psychology as the determination ofrthe

relate pit ofimaimulas to response, ,both of these as measured in physical

unitSZ 77'
BLIND ANALYSIS: a diagnosis of a person, from a set of test scores or other

protocol,kwithout knowinF who the person is'or seeing him.

BLIND LEARNING: learning.of a task through-.tepetifitql with a minimum'

.und rstandirig of the relationships involved is the task.

BRADYK ETIC: characterized by slowness of movement.

BRAD_ IA: slowness of speech but with correct articulationv.usually of

unctional origin.

,BRADYLEXIA: pathological slowness in reading; a. form of dyslexia,

BRODMANN'S AREA 18: a portion-of the cortex, adjacent tib'tbe striate body,'

known to be involved in complex visual processes.

BUNDLE HYPOTHESIS: a term'used by critics to chdracterize the view thata

complex total consists of a mere summation 'of its elementary components.

CANCELLATION TEST: one in Ilhich the task is to strike out quickly one or

more specified qmbols (letter, digit, word, geometrical figure, etc.)

irregularly distributed among others.
,s

CATLLEXIA: , form of dyslexia characterize /a tendency to reread words

and 1. ases.
CA'T ' AA a form of aphasia characterized by frequent and uncontrollable

repetitions of the same words or phrases without reference to their

meaning. - -Syn. Verbigeration Cataphrasia.

4
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CHAIN BEHAVIOR: a sequence of behaviors that prodeeds semiautomatically
in a determinate order: e.g., reciting a meTorized poem. .

CLASSIFICATION TEST: one in which the testee's task is to sort.objects
into appropriate' categories. The categcries may be :either prescribed
or left to the testee's choice.

CLINIC: a place and organization to which persons come for individualized
itagneisks and treatment of some physical or mental disorder,
A PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL CLINIC is designed tb supplement the work of schools'
with children presenting especially difficult problems. Diagnosis and
,treatment may be concerned with adjustment to dchool, speciaL learning
problems, behavior problems, vocational adjUTAInent.

CLINICAL: characterizing the method of studyirig tWe individual as a unique
fk whole: Specific behaviors are observed anditpecific traits may'be

inferred, but the goal is that of understanding (and helping) the
pakticular individual.--Stn.lidlographic.; but clinical is broader;
since it covers remediation as well as description.

COGNITION: a generic term for any process whereby an organism becomes aware.-
or obtains knowledge of an object.

COGNITIVE STRUCTURE: i. the way the mdividual sees the physical and social,
worlds, including all his factsoncepts, beliefs, and expecta4ions,
and the pattern-of their interactions.--Partial syn. ideology, but\
cognitive structure is,much more inclusive. 2. --cognitive gchema
(which see). Meanings (1) 'and (2) differ.chieElyin the greater gip-
plexity of (1). This is especially true for E. Tolman's use or"

cotpR DEFICIENCY: general term for Felativ ifty to discriminate
cognitive structure, which is nearly cognitive map.

chromaticity or hue. It includes momochatism, dichromatism,
anomalous trichromatism.--Syn. cod or blindness.

COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT/LAW OF: the postulate that, in any, perceptual discrimink- I

tion or/ any comparative judgment of two items, the psychological difference
betweeh the items is indirectly measured by the relative frequency with

eported under similar conditionswhich the difference is perceived an
of observation.

COMPREHENSION TEST: a measure ofone!s understanding of what is needed in
a given imaginary practical situation: e.g., what cane should do if it
is raining when one leaves for school.

-
-s.,

.

.

.

CONCRETE: '1. pertaining to a specific or.particUlar item or thing, as 'a whole;
charp.eterizing an individual fact at a particular moment; the opposite
of abstract. 2. (less technically) of an.exposition wherein gene

"11laws or principle4.are illustrated by'individual ..,nstance.

CONCRETIZING: the process of supplying concrete illusrration,rap icatitn,
or proof for an abstraction. .- .

CONDITIONED RESPONSE: the new or modified response, that is elicited by a
given stimulus after conditioning.

CONTINUITY /PRINCIPLE OF: a generalization that, to pasS from one designated'
° state to a:ftcthey, it is necessary tc pass -through all intermediate

states or conditions. . .

CULTURAL ITEMS: test items that reflect the kind of learning experiences
prevalent .... a specific culture or subculture, in contrast with items
that reflect more 'widely distributed vperiences.

DEDUCTION: the mode of reasoning that starts with premises or propositions
and attempts to 'derive validconclusions therefrom.

1 a
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LEXTERITY TEST: a test of speed -pnd'accuracy in performing simple-Mannual

activities.
DIAGNOSIS: L. identification'of disease or abnormality from symptoms pre-

. sehted and from "aYstudy of its-origin and course.. 2. any classification
of anindividual on the basisof observed characters. Educational
dk.agnodis, e.g. , classifies a pupil on the basis of facts relevant to
his school progress.

AFIAGNOSIS/DIFFERENTIAL: distinguishing between two similar-appearing con-/

ditions by searching for a significant symptom or attribute founa in
only one.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST: one designed to locate the particular source of a person's
diffigpulties in learning, especially in school subjects, thus providing
clues to what further measures of instruction, guidance, or study are

'needed,
DIFFICULTY VALUE: the percentage of some' specified group), such as students

of to given age op grade, who answer r-a test- item correctly.r; ",

DIGIT-SPAN TEST: a-test in which the task is to repeat a series of digits
following a single visual or,auditorrpresentation. The number of
digits varies, and the scort is the longest series correctly recalled.

DIGIT - SYMBOL TEST:' a code, scor substitutiOn)Itest: each digit is equated
with a small-geometri-Sigure, and the task is to write the proper

- digit under- each of the geometric figures presented in irregular der.
Increasing speed is taken to reflect increasing familiarity with the
/code, hence, leanings. - -Syn. Symbol Substitution Test.

DIMINISHING RETURN: an improvement that is progressively smaller with each
successive application of some favoring influence.

DIPLOPIA: seeing double. °

DISUSE/PRINCIPLE OF: a generalization that the tendency to make a specific
learned response to a stimulus situation is weakened with the passage
of time unless the tendency is exercised. c

DOMATIC: of individuals who seek to impose their views by autharity' or
of teaching that asks pupils to accept ideas without critical study
of the evidence. .

DRILL: systematic repetition of an act witha view to learning. (Whee the
drill is imposed by another, the desire for learning may be found\only
in the drillmaster.)

DRIVE- REDUCTION HYPOTgS: the hypothesis that all motivation is based
upon the lessening of a drive or need, or of the drive stimulus; the
hypothesis that the motive of all action is the reduction pf aroused
tissue activities c)7' tiss e-activity gradients.

DYSBULIA: difficulty in thinkling d giving attentivn.
DYSCALCULIA: inability 40 perfo mathematical' functions. ,

DYStRAPHIA; inability, due to br in lesion, to express ideas by means AT
. , writing or written symbols.
DYSLEXIA: impairment of the ability'to read, or to understand what one

reads sliently or aloud, independent of any speech defect.
DYSMNESILI. any disorder of memory. -1 .

..

i

DYSPHASIA:f aphasia.
DYSPHORIA: generalized feeling of anxiety, restlessness, and-depression

of\spirits.,---,,
J.

)

DYSPRAXI : impairment of coordination of movement.

1 '
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EAR- MINDED: 1.' tending to apprehend ideas letter when they are presented to - °

the ear. 2.- tending to imagery that,is predominantly 'auditory. - -Syn.

audile. --, ,
.

RIMNEIA:" relative ina5ility toirecall recent events while retaihing ability

to recall remote ones. A requentsymptom in old age.

EDUCABILITY: capacity for re ,s-whether in general, in certain stated
N .Ways, or at stated levels. Thevusual reference is to capacity for;

_learning in school, vlitfiCh i sometimes defined as IQ 50 or MA 6.

EFFECT/LAW. OF: an empirical geh ralization that an organism learns more
.\,

_quickly those reactions tha are accompanied or followed by(b. satisfying

state of affairs, and 1parn slowly or not at all those that result in

an annoying state of affair . # .-- .
i

to ,

EMMETROPIC: having normal vlsion.

EMOTIONAL ADEQUAr: the_feeling that one is able to do what is required of

him. - .

EMOTIVE: of a situation or stim us thatfevokes emotion or feeling. ..'

*ENVIRONMENT: the sum of the extrnal condktions and.factors potentially

capable of influencing-at #ganism.
EXERCISE /LAW OF: the generalization that, 'other things being equal, per-

formamer of an act tends . of m e subsequent perforin e of that at
i.

easier, more fluent, less sUbi ct to error.'

FABLES TEST.: a test in which Ile task is to interpret -c ain fables. It

I

may be used as a projectiv .test (when.the fables ambiguousb or

as-a test of intelligence. .

FRUSTRATION-AGGRESSION HYPOTHES S: Stulate that frustration alwayg leads

_to aggression, omet}pes ok a,icealed nature, and that aggression

always is an indiCator of some sort of frustration. 'Me postulate. as

stated is in ffect a thedreticaldefinition of aggression, not an

empirical gen ralizationt
FULL-RANGE PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST: .a test in which the testee indicates

by word or gesture which of fcMf picfures best illustrates the meaning

of a given word. It is scaled for testing . vocabulary from infancy to

adulthood and is usable with persons having speech handicaps.;

FUNCTIONAL DISORDER 1. a condition in which one or more of the normal

activities of the organism cannot be properly performed, though there--

is..1'10 known pathological change in organic structure which can be related'

to the disorder. Functional in this sense is merely. an admissio af)'

present ignorance. 2. a condition in which impaired performande is

definitely iclown not to be correlated with pathological struCtur 1

beingAntact and their malfunction resulting-from e pa hological
an

\14*-
change inithe organs or tfSsue directlylinvolved, th e structures

condition elsewhere in the organism

OALTOW'S LAW: the principle that, on the average, a eSon inherits 1/4'

of skis ,characters from each parent, 1/16, from ea h grandp gnat, etc.

While oughly true, this law has been largely superseded by Mendelian

ratio.
GENERALIZATION: process whereby one reaches a judgment applicable to a

whole class, often on the basis of experispce with a limited numb,. of

the class; orb the judgment..itself.

GRACE ARTHUR PERFORMANCE SCALE: a numlr of performance tests arranged to

yield an index of intelligence.
es,

GUILFORD- MARTIN PERSONNEL' INVENTORY E: a self-rating form for the traits of

objectivity, cooperativeness, and agreeableness.
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GUILFORD-ZIMMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY:, a personality inventory concerning
ten major personality,traits identified through factor analysis.

HALO EFFECT: the tendency, in makiniCan estimate or rating of one character-
istic of a person, to be influenced by. another characteristic dr by one's
general`impression'of that person. 4

HAPLOLOGY: tip omission of syllables in pronouncing word's because of'excessive
speed ofgutterance.

HAPTICS: the investigation of cutaneous sense data, of touch in its widest
. sense.

HERING GRAYS: .a set of .50 neutral-gray papers, graded from extreme white to
extreme black in steps that approximate subjective equality. The set
representS-the achromatic series of colors.

HEURISTIC: 1. leading to discovery; especially, oaf an argument admittedly
imperfect, but designed to stimulate further thinking or investigation..
2. (educ.) of a method of teaching that encourages pupils to seek the
solution of 4oblems, especially by inductive procedures.

HOMEOSTASIS: the maintenance of constancy of relations or equilibrium -

in the bodily processes: e.4., the maintenance of a certain propoAion
--of salt inthebodily fluids, no matter what the amount of fluid. Any
departure from the equilibrium sets in motion activities that tend,to
restore it.

HUNT-MINNESOTA TEST: a test designed to reveal intellectookl deterioration
that results from brain damage.

HYPERMNESIA:_ unusual memory ability.
HYPOPHRASIA:: the lack of speech, or slowness of peech, that cAaracterizes

the depressed phase of certain psychoses.
IATROGENIC ILLNESS: a functional disorder caused by a physician's diagnosis'

or attitude. It does not refer to the direct effects of medical,treat-
714t.-Syn. Iatrogenic Neurosis. -.

ICONIC: pertaining to an idol, image,,or representation of something; in
logic, of a symbol that has many of the properties of that which it
symbolizes: motion picture.

IDENTIFICATION TEST: a test in which the examiner'points to an objectiOr
part of a picture and requires the testee to name or atherwise identify
it.

IDEOGRAM.: an element in a system of' writing wherein an Object or an idea
is directly represented by a single.symbowhichmay be complex):
e.g.,.a picture of an eye meaning literally the eye; or a picture of
two'men and a woman meaning trouble. - -Syn. Ideograph.

IDIOT SAVANT: a feebler-minded person possessed of a high degree of some
special ability, such as ability to calculate.

I.J.S. VERBAL TEST: atest based on analysis of verbal associations. It.
A attemptsto measure creativity and organizational' ability as qualities

distinct from logical intelligence.
INCOMPLETE PICTURES TEST: a test making use of a series of incomplete

drawings of common objects, each successive picture showing the object
more completely. It 'is the subiject't task to identify the object as

/ early in the s=ies as possible. The test is believed to measure visuq.
Organization or visual set and is used also as an indicator of psychoti6
impairment.

INDISSOCIATION: (J. Piaget) the -.,early stage in the child's development
when perceived phenomena are not sharply distinguished from each ol,ner
or from. the self.
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INDUCTION TEST: ofie in which the task is to, derive a. prinpiple'from , '3,

=tier of particular instances. ir a

_INFORMATION TEST: a test that samples relatively supeillicial general knowledge

of the S
i'sort likely to be, leArned more or less incidentally:, rather than

the knowledge obtained by. "study and instruction
(orwhich-achl6vement

test is the term, although the distinction is' notfprease)..,An informa-,

.
tion test may be limited to'a special field (spoits, music, politics) or

may ,range very widely, Jrforms part of many intelligence test batteries.
INSTRUCTION': systematic imparting of knowledge to others:--Synkteaching.

INTELLECT: 1. the mental faculty Iy.means of'wiiich man (acid man aloPre) can

think. 2. a tlass name for cognitive pr cesses,_espeoially for those

of thihking. ,

INTELLIGENCE: 1. that hypothetical construct hich is measured. by a properly

standardized.intelligevce test. 2, the individual's total repertory of.

those problem-solving and cognitive-discrimina-kion responses that are

usual and expected at a given, age leverand-inthe large population

unit to which,h belongs. 3. the'abilityto Unddr*-1,ake activities that

are characterized by diTficulty, complexity, abstractness, 'e"O'tmomy,

adaptiveness to a goal,ysoCial value, and the emergency of originals.

INTELLIGENCE TEST: a series of taskg'yielding a sgore indicative of the

intelligence of the individu41 whoattains that score.

]NTEREST INVENTORY: aseries ofiestions concerning the objects or activities

whiCh the individual likep, preferp,"or in which he has-ala interest:

'INTgRVIEW: adirected convbrsation viith a person or persops that is designed

to elicit certain predetermined kifids of illformation T'or purposes f

P
research or,-tb aid in gUidance, diignosis, or:treatment.

'INTERVIEWER BIAS: the effect upon'the interviewing ptOcess and/or upon

the record thereof of the. personal IcnoWledge, attitujde, aftd--expecta-

tibns of the:, interviewer; by extensionthe effect .also upon the

_interview of the personality characteristics and status

viewer, as apparent to ,the interviewee. %

ISHIHARI COLOR PLATES: a .t41-t for color blindness cons ting of squares,

smaal.circleP, etc., printed in different hues and aturations in"such

a way that a given ,hue forms a pattern meaningful to the color,normal,,

bAt not, to the color-blind or oolor-wpak, eye. 4 .

ISOTROPIC: of nonquantitative items or attributes pl4ced in a consistent

order on any
nonquAntitative.basisr- e.g., the ranks in the army

(private, corporal, sergeant) the colors of .a.sPectrum.

JApKSOW.S LAW: the generalization that, when mental 'functions are lost

'through disease, those that developed late ID the evolution of the

:.Specd_es ate the first tobe f.e., that deterioratiofi retraces

the order of evolutionary development but in reverse order. '

".JUNGIAN`" ANALYSIS.:
diagnosis.(and,uSua:lly 'treatment) ,of a patient according

'to the methods and concepts of C. ,G. Jung. : ,

KENT EGY a short ,intellippce,teap, .used.when'a quick estimate of ability

is desired.. It contains ten question's given orally apd is, scored 8y`

points,_the total spos0.ble being 36.-7-

WPESTHETIC MET-tOff: ie. a method. of correct

-Attenticin,to the differing ,movement se sation's of correct and

speech. 2, a method, of treating reading, disability by having p

trace the.outlines of words.

J.

of the

Kent Series of.. Emergency
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KOHS,BLOCK DESIGNS: a test in which the task is-to copy a geometric, design
by.arranging small cubical multicolored blocks, -' It is usually employed
as a test of intelligence.

KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD: a self - report form designed to
"-'7:intest in broadly definbd interest areas.

KUHLMANN- ANDERSON TEST: a series bf test batteries for measuring
from kindergarten age _to maturity.

KUBLMANN-BINET,TEST: a revision for-the American" culture of the Binet tests1-,
of intelligence. The test extends down, to the .four- months level. It

iSgiven

disclose relatiVe

A

tALOPATI-IY: any disorder of -speech.
°LAJDOLT CIRCLES or RINGS: incomplete circles with varying size

Used to,,study.visual.acuityv

.

of break,

LEARNING: 10 scholarship; the possession of Much knowledge and critical
judgment, especially in a particular, field or discipline. 2. a highly
general term for the relatively enduring change, in responseto a
task-detand, that is induced directly by experience; or the process
or proceSSeS whereby such change de brought abOut. Not included under
learning are changes due to.bodily injury or surgery, disease, fatigue.,
sensory 'adaptation.

,LEARNINQ DILEMMA: a problem situation in which a response that formerly
was'effective no longer leads to the familiar goal._

LEARNING/DISCRIMINATIVE: learning';that is manifested in ability to'make
certain required perceptual discriminations, or to react differently
to variolis objects or stimuli.

LEARNING /PERCEPTUAL: learning in which the principal change is, that the .
. learner perceives something differently. The term sometimes includes,

sometimes contrasts with, condeptual learning. It contrasts4with
motor learning and learning of emotion..

LEARNING/RESPONSE:. learning to take certain responses tether than learning'
the topography in which the responses are made; the opposite of place
learning. The animal proceeds by the route previously learned and
makes the same movements when, under changed conditions, this no longer
leads to the goal. - -Syn. Movement,Learning.

LEARNING/ROTE:, memor±zipg in which the task as seen by the learner requires
no understanding.blit merely the reproduction of worAs.or other symbols
in the exact form in.wbich-they were'presented. Freq,uent.repetition
is the commonly recognized. means to memorizing. Unintentional un der
standihg of the relationships involved in. not precluded. Conditioning
is equated with rOte.learning by some authors.

LOGOPEDICS: the scientific study.and treatment of speech disorders.-
Logopedia. .

.

MEMORY: 1. the general fUnctioil ofarviving or reliVing past experience,
with more or less definite reallzatiOnthat the present experience is
a revival. Four distinct phases of memory have been'recognizedi
(a.). memorizing or learping,(b) retentiOn,' (c) recall, (d) recognitipn.
2. the total scope of things one can remember; the Memory "store."

.MERRILL,43ALMER SCALE: thirty7eight tests of ability, including both per-
formance and.verbal' tests, suitable for:Ohildren between 24 and 63
months. It is administered:as an age.::e6ale but Scored'as,a point L,
.scale. The'directions permit greater discretion in waking allowanCe
for negativis4 special handicaps, etc.. than most scales. :



MICROPSIA: visual abnOrmality, either functional or reatinal, characterized
;

by decrease in the apparent size of seen objects.
MCGILALI: difficult speech, such as stuttering or stammering.--Syn. Molilalia.
MOTIVATION: 1. the nonstimulus variables controlling behavior; the general

name for the fact that an organism's acts' are partly determined in
direction and strength'by its own nature (or'enduring structure)

:.

and/or internal state. WhenLthe term is thus used, it contrasts with
two other determinants of action ability, and the stimulus or
.situation. But since the stimulus is conceived as touching off the
motivation, it is sometimes half included under that term. 2. a specific
hypothesized process that energizes differentially certain r.esponses,
thus making them dominant over other possible responses to the same
situation; a specific hypothesized personal or organisMic determiner
of the direction and/or strength of action or of a line of. action;
his motivation Was.easilyinferred.--Syn. motive.

MOTIVATION /EXTRINSIC: behavior controlled through the possibility of reward
or punishment external to whatever satisfactions or annoyances reside
in the behaVioritself: e.g., wftking for a prize rather than for
satisfactions in the task itself.

MOTIVATION/INTRINSIC,: a motivation in which the satisfaction or incentive
conditions are obtained within the activity itself: Extrinsic motiva
tion, in which the satisfaction is artifically related to the activity,
e.g., by giving a prize. The distinction is by no means as absolute
as it sounds. Any 'complex situation affords both extrinsic and.intrin-
sic motivational elements. Moreover, a motivation, at first extrinsic,
may come to be 'intrinsic: i.e., an activity at first engaged in for
outside satisfactions becomes itself satisfying. '

MOTIVATION/PRIMARY: '1. motivation that seeks to meet a'need without being
directed,toward.a specific outside object: e.g.., a hunger motive not".
directed toward a particular food. It is almOst a synonym for internal
motivation. 2. an unlearned motivation.--Syn. ptimary drive, prilhary
nee(L.

MOTIVATION/UNCONSCIOUS: a motivation inferred from the person's prevailing
pattern of behavior but of which he himself is not awe -re.

MOTOR: pertaining to muscular movement (or by extension, to muscular movement
and/otglandular activity), or to that which causes movement; pertain-
ing-to the executive aspect of organismic activity.

NARCODIAGNOSIS: diagnosis of mental disorder while the patient is under
narcosis.

NEED: 1. the lack of something which, If present, would tend t. f'...rther

the welfare of the organism or of tYie species, or to faciLtate.its
usual tehavior; or the thing, activity, or condition (internal or
external) that is,lacking.--Syn. (with special implication) motive.
2. a. tension Induced in the organism by such a lack, either internal
or external.--Syn. drive.

NEGATIVE TRANSFERENC7: the development of a hostile attitude toward the
analyst. The term is unfortunate;'it refers to the .transference of a

' negativeattitude, hotto a transference in a negative direction.
NEUROSIS:' 1. obsolescent' term for.the activity of the nervoussystem or.of

r some of its specifid parts. .2. a mental disorder iLl-definerTh
charactel. but milder 'han psychosis. Functional disorder is usu
meant, though somatic pla 1 part In neuroses'both facto
in the ca.46e and asMrmptums.
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NORM: a single value, or a range of valhes, constituting the Usual per,
fOrmance oci.a given group; any measure of.central tendency, or a range
of values ail' each side of that_measure.

NUMBER COMPLETION. TEST: one in which the' task is to complete.a series of
numbers that are arranged according to some plan or:pattern.: e.g.,
3,.6, 12, .

OBJECT ATTITUDE: Tthe attitude in which the observer is set to attend to
the meaning or context of an experience.

OFFICIAL OPTIMISM: the denial of "negative things" 1n the Self.
OPERANT LEARNING: the fOrm of learning,wherein the organism becomes

progressively more likely to respond in a given situation with that
response which, in previous similar'situations, has brought about a
rewarding or satisfying state of affairs; or wherein a stimulus, having
evoked a response that brings into view a rewarding stimulus or that
prevents or removes an obnoxious stimulus, thereafter is more
to evoke that response.

PACING: 1. provision of tasks that correspond in difficulty to the natural
developmental rate of the learner. 2, controlling the speed at which
an extended act'is performed; especially, controlling the speed 'of
roading

PAROSMIA: any disorder of the sense of smell.
pASSIVE-AGGRESSIVE PERSONALITY: a person,,lacking genuine independence,

who reacts to difficulties either by indecisiveness, and a clinging to
others for help,'or hy-irritabilityi temper tantrums, and misdirected
destructiveness or obstructionism.

PATIERN/BEHAVIOR(A.L): a complex act made up of distinguishable lesser
,acts, simultaneous or-Successive, that from some standpoint ox other'
are regarded as a functional, unit.

.PATTERN DISCRIMINATION: reacting to the pattern as such rather than to the
components of which it is made up; reacting to the complex of relations,:
e.g., reacting to letters as shapes (i.e., to certain spatial relation-
ships) rather-than to the particular size or colors used in printing
them. IF

PERCEPTION: 1. an event in the person or organism, primarily controlled
by the excitation of sensory receptOrs, yet also influenced by other
factors of a'kind that can be shown to haveooriginated in the life,
history of the organism. The event is primarily cognitiVe rather than
affective or conative, though it usually (or always) manifests all
three aspects. It is-an organized complex, though its-several com-
ponents can sometimes be separately recognized. It is usually very
difficult to distinguish the integrated whole which constitutes the
perception event from the associations, memories, and feelings that
ensue. 2. the'awareness, or the process of becoming aware, of extra-
Organic or'intrabrganic'objectS ar,relations or qualities,,by means
of sensory processes,and under the influence of set and of prior
experiences. In some usages the awareness of intraorganic objects
or processes is excluded.

PERSONALITY: 1. the quality or state of being a person, rather than a thing
or an abstraction. 2. a person studiqd psychologically or as a unique
whole; the self, the psych , the psychological individual; the psy-
chological aspect of the psychophysiologiCal organism; "the dynamic
organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems,
that determine' his unique adjustment to ais environment." (G. AllpoZt)
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PLACEMENT TEST: a test that enables a pupil to be assigned to theappropriate
class level for instruction, either in, general or in,a.PartiCular su:6jeot

PRACTICE/DISTRIBUTED: in learning, em arrangement whereby the periods of
:.practice are spaced out as widely asthe,total,available time. permits.

PRAGATICE LIMIT: the point beyond which further practice brings no further
change, in performance.

PRACTICE/MASSED: the arrangementiof periods for.Iearing with little or
no interval between the successive presentations or practices.

PRACTICE/NEGATIVE: the learning of correct performance by stres9infg practice

of errors.
.

PRACTICE/SPACED: practice in which there is.a considerable time,interval
between successive perforMances. Spaced practice is not quite the
same as distributed practice, which properly refers to a spacing as

wide as the total available time permits.--Syn.: spaced learniffg,
space& repetition.

PROFILE ANALYSIS: a method for appraising individual uniqueness and trait,
organization, consisting in a search for characteristic patterns:in
the trait profil,es,of an individual.

PROGNOSIS: prediction of the duration, course, and.outcome of a certain.pro-
cess or activity, especially of a disease, but also of an individual's
academic career (educational prognosis), job success (vocational pro,

gnosis),etc.
PRCGNOSTIC JEST: one designed to enable prediction of the kind of achieve-

ment attainable under stated conditions. -

PROJECTIVE TEST: a relatively unstructured, yet standard, situation to
which a testee is, asked to respond, but with as few restrictions as
possible upon the mode of response. E.g., a picture of clouds may be

shown with the request: "Tell me about this," It is'postulated that,

since the situation and directions do not specify the response, one's
enduring rropensities,:orone's current mood, will determine the response.

Inkblots, cloud pictures, cartoons, vaguely defined pictures, incomplete

sentences, play materialS, drawing tasks have been used as materials.

Test responses are usually analyzttd for personality characteristics,

but they may also reveaVtertain modes .of cognition. Interpretation

of the responses requires much training.
PSYCHODIAGNOSIS: any procedure designed to discover the underlying factors

that account for behavidr, especially for diSordered behavior.

PSYCHOGNOSIS: 1. the science and art of understanding the individual person.
2. the study of the person Wmeans of hypnosis. 3. the study of the

person froth anatomic sign-S.. ,

PSYCHOGRAPHY: art of literary chareaterizationof an individual; real or
fictional, making free use of psychological or psychoanalytic categories

and theories; a psychological biography or charadter description.

PSYCHOLOGICAL: 1, pertaining to psychology. 2, characterizing the subject

matter- -the activities or events-Studied by psychology. This usage

is favored by those averde to theteims mental ,or psychic(al).

PSYCHOMETRICS: 1. the study of mentOOtesting. 2. the branch of psychology

dealing with the development andapplication of,mathematical .rocedures

to psychology.--Syn. Psychological Statistics (somewhat les '

PSYCHOMOTOR: -.pertaining to motor effects of psychical processes. Although
the'term has obvious (and iAnfoi.fUnate) dualistic implications, it'is

used bymany behaviorists;



PSYCHOMOTOR TESTS: tests of motor skill; tests in which the score depends
upon the precise coordination of a sensory or ideational process and
a motor activity: e.g., aiming at a target. mk'

Q SORT: ajpersonality inventory in which the subject (or someone making
'e judgments Acitt him) sorts a,considerable number of. statements into

piles that represent the degrees to which the statements apply to
him. Each statemekt.. thud gets a score indicating r6lative strength'-

/1.1-thin the individUal of the quality or trait it represents.

.
RATIITGA an eStimatej-made under rules which pi.escribe systematic procedures

for accuracy, completeness,, and freedom from bias--of the characteristics
or qualities of a person,- process, or thing. The estimate may merely
assert presence or absence of a quality (sometimes called qualitative
-rating), or it (Mgy assign a place on a quantitative scale. A person

,,,,-;1 may also rate himself"(self-raiing). It is difficult to disti ish -

rating'from measurement. A direct perceptual comparison of a Tatum
,.;., . ,

with a set Of similar data arranged in a scale--e.g., the comparison
of a length Ath a series q4lengths, of a light intensity with a set
pf standa/U. ; .i.ht intensitts414,s called measurement. But.a comparison
a.t44.ann. Doe?'S "soldierlineViUth that of, a set of individuals to, ,

;,.4,62nac4:9hOm'a scale val,ueben assigned is called rating.
'RATING SPii:E: a, device by which'a-rater can record, for the case in question,

' the;e:Stimated magnitude of thei'Vait or quality, rated. Most such scales,
it i

:p.rovidc,prtceiliires detigned to take the estimate more careful and
41,313, 'ectivt. '', , ".,

RAT *0 1E, '1.-;;J:garning that inclUdes adequate. Understanding of the
#. 4.rei&Ships, e.g., the reason for 'each step =in a mathe-
tr cal ;',c,2. he,aearning of material which, for the individual

er',A W.meaniul and rational.
i, f`' AL 4/,00APHY:. the, 'story of an individual with emphasis upon his
6,, 4.

1-13ther than 4. n the'situations to which he has been exposed.
0.:: sed:insti :tay. experience, to avoid mentalistic connotations.

A:,
latr;)

gtp., rtptrespond or react. 2. a state or condition
_,o

,

,i,

..,m , mtkeleit 'possible for 'him to ungac,. profitably in

A.'
-# ,It depends on (a) maturity, (b) relevant

1 t;
.i." 4--.

t'Alt
k0 an aroused interest or motive.

41!:. ..r4t .- ,,,,...

. objects-=i.e., of objects having mass,
Wi'n seconds, centimeters, or ams. 2.

REAL
1,

r 71!

- ',-*' hd imposed by' the external word upon an
.;

e
, 'totality of existing objects, inc uding such
-LY.;*the totality of that which'cannot be merely

VJ:Hpughlf'4a$.,
611`::=1.1itirv4,riefErackWard.--Anto progress or prOkression. 2. a return

4d lesS Mature behavior; or, manifestion. of more prim ive
ciriors after having learned mature forms, whether or notthe i ture

'.i0r.,primittVe.behavior had 4fctually formed part of the person's ear er
behavior. A great variety of behavior has been interpreted as r.egres-
sion; almost anything disapproved may be so called. It is explained
as a.reaction to stress, difficulty, tend failure. In psychoanalysis,
regression'means relapseinto infantile behavior (but note that infan-
tile behavior has spocial aonnotationsiiere). 3. the tendency, during
a_generai weakening of retention (as in senility), for memories to be
lost in the inverse order of their acquisition: i.e., newmemories
are lost before old ones. '
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REIFIC /ON: supposing,4-or acting as if one supposed, that an abstract

quality,has concrete actuality or existdnce; treating an abstract
concept or'construct as if it referred,toQa thing. The error is most
insidious in psychol.ogy. No one is likely'to think that, because some.'
objects are-NLhick,-there is an actual thickness apart from thick books,
thick papers, or thick boards; but because there are-"tihick" heads,
it is all too easy to suppose that "thickness" is what makes them
"thick.".

.REINFORCEMENT: the strengthenirig of something by adding it; i that which ,

strengthens, when added. This is the basic idea running thrOugh all`
the special usages., .

REINORCEMENT /DELAYED: in operant conditioning, a reward or negative 14eward
which is not administered until several seconds after the response.

REINFORCEMENT/DIFFERENTIAL: 1. of a stimulus, the procedureused'in dis-
crimination training wherein a response is, rewarded when made to one
stimulus and is negatively rewarded when made, to other /stimuli. '2Ii

of a response, the procedure that rewaz'ds a particulari (generally
quite specific) response and negatively rewards any other or similiitr

responses to a speCified stimulus. This procedure prodyes stereo-
typed response..

1

REINFORCEMENT /ESTERNAL: .9.436rm of reinforcement that is predictably effective
for'a given group or culture.--Syn. Dependable Reinforcement.

REINFORCEMENT/GRADIENT OF: the generalization that, in a series of acts,

REINFORCEMENT /INTERMITTENT: exexperimental kSign in which nonreinforcingAl
the closer an act is to the reward, the e it is, strengthened.

an
or nonrewarding situation is'irregularly interspersed with reinforcing
situations during the conditioning period, resultingin slower condition-
ing and in slower extinction. --- _

REINFORCEMENT/INTERNAL: 1. any intraorganismic process that modifies a

;earne.d. response. 2. drive reduction. 3. the subject's awareness

_ that.a pleasant or unpleasant event has occurred. It is assumed that
this awareness modifies'response. All three usages belong to the
excessively vague meanings of reinforceent.

REINFORCEMENT/NEGATIVE: a way of training a subject not to make a response
by giving him, a dissatisfying or punishing or tension-increasing
stimulus. .

REINFORCEMENT/PRIMARY: 1. the presentation of a stimulus situation that
reinforces or rewards any animal of a given species without need of
prior training; or the state of affairs that so reinforces.' 2. any
strengthening of response strength resulting from reduction.of a
primary drive. This statement combines two theories and an assertion

about fact; it is therefore a pseudo definition.
REINFORCEMENT/SECONDARY: any reinforcing ..orlrewawding event or state, that s

derivesjts effectiveness from aprevious.process of.learning or
conditioning; or the operation of bringing about that event or state.

Some of those who assert that primary reinforcement is drive - reduction'

hold that secondary reinforcemen't does not lead direCtly to reduction

of drive.--Syn. conditioned reinforcement, secondary (or conditioned4.

reward.
REINFORCEMENT /VALUE: 'the degree,to which a.glren situation affects the

probability of occurrence of those responses with which it is associated

as a reinforcement or reward. Th

an

tot,i.Z Or average ibinforcement value

Vis unmeasurable; the term can ref ol:.y to the valuelfor a specified

range of responses.
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.REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION: teaching thAt i'S designed Oremblie, where possible,
specific causes of lack or deficiency. In the tOtalA)rocess, specific
diagnosis plays .an importantjart.,

REPRESENTATIVE: capable of being substituted for something, of taking its
f place without causing substantial error.

RESPONSE: 1. an answer, especially a fairly formal answer. 12. any organic
proces consequent upon stimulatiOn. 3: any muscular or glandular
process that depends upon stimulation. 4. any psychig.proceSs con-
sequent upon previous psychiC process, whether sensory or imkinal.
5. the unit of the executing processes.of the organism or person.
The criterion of what constitutes such a unit is that the activities
which form it .vary, in the same way and to the same extent, with
variation in the environmental conditionsm Application of this
criterion is by no means simple, but many responses are immediately
and almost universally recognizable as unitary: g.g., walking, despite
very great differences in the activities that constitute the walking
response.

RESPONSE FUNCTION: an organismic adaptive action developed in correspondence
with the stimulus function in previous interbehavioral events.

RESPONSE HIERARCHY: the'arrangement of a'class'of behaviors in the order
of probability in which they will ba elicited in a certain situation.,

RESPONSE LATENCY: the duration of the interval between a stimulus and,the
onset of response.--Syn. reaction time (which see,\for several was
of defining the time limits.) k

RESPONSE/NEGATIVE: abient,response.
RETENTION: (learning) fh-, fnet that an organism continues able to perform

a cer± _Lea_nuu ac,. :ter an interval in which the .performance has
not taken place; or the ,degree to which parts of a complex performance
can be manifested after an intervali.the fact that the afteraffects
of an experience, Ls manifested in changed performance of a related
act,.,persist. °

REWARD: a satisfaction-yielding stimulus or stimulus object that is obtained
upon the successful performance of a task (which may be self- or other-
imposed): e.g., a food pellet delivered when the animal depresses a
cerAmin level; a scholarship for the best academic record. It is
est ished that the rewarded act or response has a statistical like-
lihood of being repeated and learned, but this is not a necessary
part of its definitioy.

SAMPLING/BEHAVIOR: recording precisely what a subject is doing at.: prescribed
times, so chosen as to yield a representative sample of"the occasions
and circumstances of the subject's life.

SELF: In technical discussion two distinct concepts appear and reappear
(and are too often confunded): (A)the self as tha subject, the agent,
the individual person, the living being; or as a specific part or aspect
of that being; and (B) the self as the individual that is somehow
revealed or known to himself. These two concepts seem distinct enough,
but those who stress the second concept usually attri ute to the self
certain dynamic characteristics which at least seem t borrow from the
first concept.

SELF-ABASEMENT't extreme submission of yielding to another, together with
strong feelings of inferiority.
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SELF - ACCEPTANCE: anattitudeA014ard one's own self and ne's perSonal
qualities that finds them of bnique_worth. There is an objective and
unemotional recognition-Of one's abilities. and limitatpns, one's
virtues and faults, .WithOUt undue sense of pride guilt, or self
blame. It does not imply 'passivity; rather, self-acceptance generailSr.

.

leads to constructive efforts, It is believed by many to be essential
to healthy Personality..

SELF-ACTUALIZATION: the processes of. developing one's capacities and.talents,
of understanding and accepting one-self, of harmGnizing or integrating

' one's Motive8; or the state resulting from these processes. The:term
represents a variety of data betteerunderstood When taken globally than'
when anaed; it points to,probkems-for the psychologist to study
rather than to a problem solved.

SELF-ANALYSIS: an attempt to unders Lna One's own behaviorone's abilities
and disabilities, and o e's moti tions. The term is not, 41s. a,rule
technically used for th attempt to psychoanalyze one-self, partlyc:).;
because psychoanalystsg-perally disapprove df the practice despite
the fact that Freud himself provi.ed it possible.'

SEMANTIC APPROACH: a method of teaching corn e usage'kof words sy
inF meanings rather than f o mal grainmar,

its neural connections.sense orgaf(an ti
SENS- . to apprehilvd by means of sensory receptors. 2. have an activity

I

SENSORY: 1. pertaining to thexactivity of a sense organ. 2. pertaining to
directly observed objective data, i.e-., to Sense data.' 3'. pertaining.
to a sense (1) or (2).--Syn: sense.

SERIAL BEHAVIOR:' activity in which the temporal order of the several /
responses is the important feature. The responses.are not independent;
they are functions of the whole series.

,

SERIAL LEARNING: learning to'make certain responses in an exact prescribed
order. In serial memorizing the response is verbal: a set of words
rnustjbe recalled in the order of first presentation. In other cases,
.certain overt motor responses must follow'in prescribed order.--Syn.
serial method, serial association, behavior chain learning.

SERIATION: the process by which unorganized data are put into tf form.of
a statistical series.

-r',T: The more than 100 -ffeanings of set in the. unabridged, dictionary include
six-concepts pertinent for psychology: those of aggregation; of tendency
or dispoitioh;.of orientation, guidance, or determination; of prepara-
tion, expectation, or readiness; of facilitation; and of fixity or
rigidity.

SHARPENING: the process of accentuating differences in perceived objects.
1 SHORT SAMPLE TECHNIQUES,, a method for systematizing observations in which .

the observer reports behavior for brief sample-periods dispersed at
intervals in such_a way that the behavior.is thought to be representa-
tive. More detailt but less context can thuS be reported.

SIMILARITIES TEST: 1. a test requiring statement of the similarities between
two objects or ideas. 2. a test in which object's are to be grouped
acc9rding to their -Similarities.

\
SITUATIQ4A1, ANALYSIS: stud of e behavior oharacteristiCally associated

with natural or lifolikeFltuations, as contraste4 with contrived or
laboratory situations.

% .
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SITUATIONAL SAMPLING: the obser,:ra on and recording of a pets'On't-abehvior
'in .certain recurring real-li e situations that are regarded as beW. '..-
representative and cr al in'resppct to pertain traits or behavior
trends. , o

SITUATIONAL TEST: a measure of a person'z'reaction to a situationithat

(

requires an actualr<aptive response, rather than a mtre "test"' retponse .

The situation may be"cont *vgd by.the examiner but must be recognized

71
as posing meal problem t be 'solved, independent of.its status as a

,test. -E.g., will an appli ant for a position scramble to pick up the
w.ospective employer's pencil:?,', _ , %

SLOW-LEARNING: of a child who is definitely handicapped-if kept in sChoo7
. with his age-rd'ates but 1.,fho is capable of 'profiting fi- .:I.dem.

instruction that permits him to advance 11127- :_.,I 41y.
.

-,..A
SOCIAL: of whatever relates to the interac-I.L of two or.more persons or

''to influence of one Upon :mother.' Tje term-it designedly very
by(' ,:; comparatively few puchologicalenomena-are nonsocial. In
phrases, it is employed when the-social aspectis to be emphasized.

SOCIOGRAM: a map or diagratIr showing actual interactions, or certaindesird
or acceptable: kinds of interactions, between individual members of a 4.

group. Originally the term referred to a diagram that showed the
relations of attraction and antagonism- revealed by a sociometric test,
but it has been eXtended,to cover other sorts of relationships.'

SOCIOMETHIC TEST: a,variety of rating in which the rater names those in his
group who possess, - certain Specified qualifications.. Originally the
rating was limited to naming those,liked or disliked. The rater is
usually.informed:that his rating'may be used in the formatiorrof smaller
groups such-as,committees.-2-Syn? nominating technique, sociopreferente
technique.

.

_ .

SORTING TEST: a test designed tomeasUre conceptualization (and aberrations
thereof) by presenting the subject with different con Crete objects and
requiring-him to put them into categories of his own choice.

SPACE PERCEPTION: the direct awareness (primarily thtough sensory, .processes
but probably never exclutively) of the spatial properties of an object,
especially in relation to the observer; the perception of position,
-direction, size, form, distance, by means of any of the senses.

SPACE RELATIONS,: the relationships between objects in respect to their
ill three-dimensional space attributes.

SPAN OF ATTENTION: the number of objects presented for a very brief moment
that can be correctly reported immediately thereafter.

SPEECH: any communication through .a system of conventlival vocal symbols.
STEREOGNOSIS: perception of objects of forms by touch.
STIMULUS: is something that (A) stirs or prods the organism, (B) is eternal

/to the organism or to a definitely organized part ofan organism;,
(C) is associatedi,xithfsensory processes.

STRUCTURE: contrasted with function or process (though These may themselves
I

have 'ttructure), with the formless, and with the temporary or rapidly
changing.. Structure usually implies stability of the component patts,
wher6as the parts of a gestalt or a system may alter so long as the,
interrelationships remain.the same.

TACHISTOSCOPE: an instrument for providin very brief tied exposure
(usually 1/10 second) of visual material such as pictures, letters,
or digits. The exposure may be regulated'by a shutter, a fallings
screen, or.an interrupted illumination.
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.TACTILE: having to do with touch. ',...

is TASK-ORIENTATION: the attitude of a person when attention and effort are
centered upon achievement of a.task, rather than upon the satisfactions

.-
(or feelings) .of other ,persons. oar upon one's own pleasure

TAXONOMY: the classification of data according to their natural relation-

ships; or the principles goVerning such classification.
TENSION REDUCTION: the lessening of tension, in'any of its meanings, whether

general or specific '..o pertain tissue;, or action systems.

TEST: '1. any criterion or operation used to determine the truth, correctness,

precision, L.-- accuracy oT a proposition or hypothesis. 2.1 any measure-

ment that yields quantitativeTdata for judgment: e.g.', an examination

'insa scholastic subject, an x -ray of the chest, a test of 'statistical
significance. 3. psychological or mental test, a set of standardized
or controlled ,occasions for response presented to an individual with
deign to elicit a representative sample of his behavior when meeting
a%given kind ,e environmental demand. Ihe.occasion fOr response most
often takes the form of a question or similar verbal stimulus.

THERAPY: treatment intended to cure or alleviate a disordered condition,

so that normal functioning is brought about.

TRAIT: any enduring or persisting character or characteristic of a person

by means of which he can be,distinguished-from anoither; that about a

.perton which is consistently manifested, despite variation within'a

considerable range of circumstances. .'

TRANSFER: a general term for change in ability to perform a given act as a
direct consequence of having performed another act relevant or related.

. to it.,

UNDERACHIEVER: a person who does-not perform in specified ways as well

as expected from certain known charadteristics'or previouS record;
specifically,- a student who does not accomplish as much in-school as
would be expected from his measured intelligence.

VALIDITY: the quality of being founded on truth, tact, or law. 2. the,.

attribute ofan argument that conforms with logical laws. Validity 4/
in this sense is formal: it means that reasoning is dorrect

Whether the premises correspond with reality is not in question; hence,

an argument may have logical' validity even when based on a misstatement

Of facts.
VALUE SYSTEM: 1. the more or less coherent set of values, that regulate a

person's conduct, often without his awareness that they do so. 2. the

set of values overtly accepted by a person or by a social, group. The

;.value systems of (1) and (2) are often quite. divergent.
VERBAL: pertaining to, taking the form of, consisting of, words in any

form: spoken, heard, seen, written, or thought. i

V IQ: an intelligence quotient calculated from scores on a verbal test.

VISION: 1. the sense of seeing; the sense whose receptor is the eye'and

whose normal stimulus is light for radiant energy ranging from about

400 to 760 millimicrons. 2. the act of seeing. 3. that which is

seen.'

VISUAL: pertaining to vision or seeing; characterizing an experience as

belonging to the sense of vision.
VISUALIZATION: the capacity for visual imagery; the plturiiig of objects

and events in one's mind.

I
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WECHSLER-BELLEVUE SC4LE:, a test,battery for intelligpnce, standardized

for adults but usable for Adolescents and older 'ehildren.
WEIGL-GOLDSTEIN-SCHEERER TEST: a test of conceptfoximation that requires

the subject to sort 12 blocks according-to likeness. There are 3
shapes and 4 colors, for each shape. After one sorting, the S 7

asked to sort the pieces in another way.
WHERRY-DOOLITTLE METHOD: a shcitcut method for selecting, from aJarger

number, a small number of tests that will yield a correlation with a
Criterion only slightly lower in validity than the multiple correlation
of all the tests with the criterion.

WORD- BUILDING TEST: a test, similar to anagrams, in which the.testeeis
as wed to form as'many words as possible from a certain set of letters.k)

X ,
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